## PROPOSED TURNOUTS

1. **NOTE:** UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, ALL TURNOUTS ARE NO. 10.
2. **ON THE TY YARD:** ALONG FEC ROW WITH PARTICULAR FOCUS TO CONFIRM CURRENT FIELD CONDITIONS. ADDITIONAL SURVEY WILL BE REQUIRED.

### PROPOSED TRACK MODIFICATION

- **#10 TO FEC/TTX TRACKS**
- **TK 30 TO TK 31**
- **CSXT 'A' LINE**

### TRACK UPGRADE

- **NEW TRACK**
- **ADD NEW TRACK WALLS**
- **ADD NEW FIBER OPTIC CABLE**
- **NEW TRACK**

### PROPOSED END OF CTC AND FEC BOWDEN YARD BETWEEN CSX MONCRIEF YARD AND FEC BOWDEN YARD.

---

**LEGEND**

- **REMOVE TRACK**
- **EXISTING TRACKS**
- **PROPOSED TRACK MODIFICATION TO FEC/TTX TRACKS**
- **#10**
- **PROPOSED TURNOUTS**